The Hinode satellite (formerly Solar-
Abstract:
The I) Tounderstand the processes ofmagnetic fieldgeneration andtransport includingthe magnetic modulation ofthe Sun's himinosity 2) Toinvestigate the processes responsible for energytransferfromthe photosphere to thecorona andthat areresponsible for theheatingand structuringofthe chromosphere andthe corona.
3) Todetermine themechanisms responsible for eruptivephenomena, such asflaresandcoronal massejections, andunderstand thesephenomena in the context ofthe space weatherofthe Sun-EarthSystem.
The missionis the follow-onto Yohkoh an ISAS mission, with significant NASA and UK participation that was launched in 1991 (Ogawara et al. 1991) , and continued taking observations for nearly a solar cycle. Yohkoh demonstrated that the high temperature corona is highly structured and dynamic and that rapid heating and mass acceleration are common phenomena (Acton et al 1992) .
Yohkoh was launched shortly after the maximum of solar cycle 22, which was ideal period for studying large solar flares. The subsequent observations provided considerable evidence to support magnetic reconnection as the driver for energy release in flares. Hard X-ray 'above the loop top' sources were found in compact flares (elg. Masuda et al. 1994 ) and also in long duration flares (e.g. Harra et al.
1998).
In soft X'rays the flaring loops often took on the appearance of cusps which is to be expected from the standard model where the reeonnection occurs high in the corona (e.g. Tsuneta 1996 , Canfield et al 1999 , Sterling et al 2000 .
The edges of the loops were also found to be hotter as expected if the outer edges are the last to be heated from reconnection. As expected from the reconnection, plasma ejections from flaring site has been found on many occasions (e.g. Shibata et al. 1995) . On smaller scales, many jets were found in soft X-rays, which are interpreted as reconnection occurring through the interaction of emerging flux and already existing magnetic field (Shimojo et al, 1996) . Many small-scale flares were observed in active re,on loops (e.g, Shimizu 1995 , Shimizu et al. 2003 , and in bright points (Priest et al. 1994) . On the more global scale, dramatic coronal waves were observed (e.g. Hudson et al. 2003) and trans'equaterial loops were found to erupt (e.g. Khan and Hudson 2000) followed by coronal mass ejections or flares (Harra et al. 2003) . In the present paper, we will give an overview of the Hinode mission D.-om the view;:oints of the scientific instruments in Section 2, the spa~craft design in Section 3, and the flight operations in Section 4. The scientific objectives will he briefly discussed in Section 5. 7Nowthe Science andTechnology FacilitiesCouncil (STFC). 
Scientific Instruments

EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS)
The illuminatesvariousslits that are placedat the focusof two multilayer coated, toroidalgratingsthat disperse the spectrumontotwo back-side illuminatedCCD detectors. Thedetectors coverthe wavelength rangesof 170-210A and250"290 with spectral resolution of R-4000.Fourslit or slotwidthsareavailable-1"slit, 2" slit, 40"slotand266"slot.High spectral resolutionimagescanbeobtainedby raste_ng with the slit. The slots provide "overlappograms" c_ the transition regionandcoronaat highcadence. TheEIS instrumentprovidesfactorsof three improvement'inspatial and spectral resolution and sensitivity over CDS (Coronal DiagnosticSpectrometer) aboardthe SOHOspacecraft. The velocity resolutionis 3km/sfor Dopplervelocitiesand20km/sfor line widths.With the higher sensitivityand higher telemetry rate of the spacecraft, the EIS can achievea time cadence of 0.5sin flaresandN10sin activeregions. The control systemis designed to optimize the useofthe telemetryallocation. It providesthe flexibility to select the mix of spectral lines,imageregions, andtime cadence of an observation to match specificscientificobjectives. A dedicatedprocessor within EIS providesthe controlfunctionand can operate autonomously to switchobservations in response to notificationof a flare by the XRTor detection ofa flareor a brightpointbythe EISprocessor itself.
X-ray Telescope (XRT)
The X'ray telescope (XgT) is a grazing incidence telescope of a Wolter I design made from Zerodur (Golub et al. 2007 
The Spacecraft
General
The Hinode spacecraft was launched from the Uchinoura Space Center at latitude 31 N, longitude 131 E, by the seventh, and last, a M·V launch vehicle into an elliptical polar orbit with a perigee of -2801an and apogee of -686km. In the succeeding phase, the Hinode spacecraft boosts its perigee and controls the plane of the orbit with its own thrusters to acquire a circular, sun-synchronous, polar orbit of about 680 km attitude, 98.1 deg inclination, and 98 min period. With this orbit, Hinode can observe the sun continuously for a duration of 9 month each year. The major parameters of the spacecraft are summarized in Table III . The spacecraft, schematically shown in Figure 1 , has dimensions of approximately 4000 x 1600 x 1600 mm with two external solar panels (4300 x 1100 mm each) outside and weights about 900 kg. Till·ee telescopes are aligned in the Z axis of the spacecraft and supported by an optical bench unit (OBU). The OBU is a cylinder made up of composite material that supports the OTA internally. The FPP, EIS and XRT are kinematically mounted on the outside of the OBU with 6 mounting legs, which constrain the degrees of freedom of the rigid body. The OBU also holds a tower to whose upper surface the sun sensors are attached. The electronics units are located in the bus box attached to the bottom of the OBU. The solar cell panels are designed to supply about 1100 W during spacecraft day. Excess power is either stored into NiCd batteries to supply the power required during spacecraft night or is consumed by a shunt regulator. in observation planningor degraded compression efficiency, canresultin a lossof data for the other telescopes. To prevent this happeningthe MDP can be programmed to preventany of the threetelescopes exceeding their allocation.. The MDP monitorsthe cumulativedata recordedby eachtelescopeuntil a specified limit is reached, at whichtimeit stopsfurther packetaddition for that telescope. The assignment of data betweenthe telescopes canbe changed or,_a dailybasis. 
Attitude and Orbit Control
Spacecraft Operation
The ttinode orbit provides at least two morning and two evening contacts in 
Community Involvement
The Hinode science teams hope and expect that Hinode proves to be a valuable asset to the international scientific community. Th expedite collaboration we have created the role of Scientific Schedule Coordinator to provide an interface to the experiment teams. There role is to both educate proposers as well to review proposals and schedule observations. Collaboration with other observatories, missions, campaigns, or sub'orbital programs are given high priority. However the data from these observations are also freely available to the community (Matsuzaki et aI. 2007).
5.Concluding Remarks
Hinode is a complex satellite that is designed to study primarily how changes in the magnetic field as it emerges through the photosphere affect the higher levels in the atmosphere. It is hoped that the high resolution observations of the vector magnetic field clarify the conditions needed for the onset of magnetic reconnection. The development of the science instrumenta and objective has been and remains a truly international program and it is hoped that an even broader group of the World's scientista participate in the observations and their analysis.
